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Figure 1: Existing conditions at the Springfield Armory Site

INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of this project I toured the Springfield Armory with the
three-woman crew of the Old Window Workshop. We examined the visibly
decaying 19th century masonry buildings, trying to read the missing column base
profiles and investigate whether the old growth window sashes were intact. We
identified a nearby 764’ long unoccupied storage facility known as Building 19 as
a possible shop site for the repair of these building elements. When I looked
further into Building 19 I discovered that a $53 million dollar renovation of the
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structure would be breaking ground in May.1 I contacted the director of
Springfield Technical Community College facilities inquiring about architectural
specifications for the windows and doors in an effort to advocate for their
restoration rather than replacement. And after bouncing around the inboxes of
Ann Beha architects and finally the Division of Capital Asset Management and
Maintenance, the complexities of resource management at this historic site
began to dawn on me.
Over the course of my research I met with faculty, staff, students at STCC
(Springfield Technical Community College), employees at the NPS (National Park
Service) and DCAMM (Division of Capital Asset Management and Maintenance),
Pamela Howland, director of the Old Window Workshop and with other
Springfield community members. This working proposal aims to heal what I
perceive as a gridlock to good historic property management at the Springfield
Armory National Historic Site, the former heartbeat of the city. Central to my
proposal is a commitment to diversifying the field of historic preservation. A
preservation trades program funded and organized by a diverse state funded
agency like STCC should directly privilege those disproportionately affected by
poverty since the closure of the Armory.

1

George O’Brien. “Planned Renovation Project Would Change the Landscape at STCC.”
Businesswest.com. September 22, 2015.
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THE SPRINGFIELD ARMORY SITE

Figure 2: Map of modern day management of the Armory campus

The Springfield Armory was a significant manufacturing site of U.S.
military firearms from its founding in 1794 until it closed its doors in 1968. The
Armory was a nucleus of innovative mass production manufacturing techniques
and firearm design. Armory employees invented the first cutting wheel lathe and
the M1 Garand.2 In April 1963 the roughly 35-acre campus was designated as a
National Historic Landmark at the advent of federal preservation legislation in the
United States.3 In 1964 the Department of Defense announced it planned to

2

“The History of the M1 Garand – Springfield Amory and World War II Production.” The
M1 Garand Rifle.
3 Ned Kaufman, Conflicting Goals for a National Park: The Historic Arsenal at Springfield
1968-2008, 4.
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close the Armory by 1968 in an effort to encourage the growth of the private arms
industry.
After years of proposals and debates it was decided that the National Park
Service and a technical college would inhabit the Armory campus. The neon
green Springfield Armory Legislative Boundary displayed in figure 2 includes the
main arsenal and Armory square. The unshaded area is federal land, a National
Historic Site maintained by the National Park Service. The shaded area, which
includes upwards of 30 buildings, is owned by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts but is jointly managed by STCC and DCAMM. STCC is the
largest technical community college in Massachusetts. DCAMM is responsible for
facilities management, major public building construction, and real estate
services for the state government.4 Because the STCC campus is part of a
National Historic Landmark and is managed by the National Park System, work
completed on STCC’s campus is subject to review by state and federal historic
agencies and the National Park Service.
Early plans for STCC included the destruction of the historic Armory green
and construction of an entirely new campus. Building 15 is representative of the
compromises eventually achieved over the two decades following the Armory’s

4

“Division of Capital Asset Management and Maintenance.” Mass.gov. Accessed March
15, 2015. http://www.mass.gov/anf/property-mgmt-and-construction/oversightagencies/dcam/
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closure: three new large facilitates with masonry façades that match the historic
buildings (figure 3). Despite a significant precedent for historic buildings on

Figure 3

college campuses, STCC officials initially viewed the Armory buildings as limiting
factors to how they can best employ the site because the buildings were “beyond
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their present use.”5 A 1968 Amendment hints at the continuing struggle around
historic restrictions and regulations on the site – “we cannot accept requirements
that would limit good educational utilization of the property.”6
I argue that the management of these historic resources can be embraced
as an educational opportunity rather than a barrier to the college’s progress.
What has been defined as good educational usage has naturally mirrored
changes to the demographics of Springfield since the Armory’s closing. STCC’s
current vision statement defines the college as a “dynamic, multi-cultural learning
community where students grow in character, intellect and self-confidence.” 65%
of STCC student body is low income. Springfield is a particularly poor and diverse
city whose poverty rates exceed state and national averages. Only 48.9% of the
Springfield adult population worked at all in 2013. In some non-white
neighborhoods only 20-35% of Springfield adults worked in 2012.7 Consistent
with national trends, female poverty rates in the state of Massachusetts exceed
those of males. Nearly half of all female-headed households with children in
Springfield are in a condition of extreme poverty as defined by the US census
bureau.

5

Ned Kaufman, Conflicting Goals for a National Park: The Historic Arsenal at Springfield
1968-2008, 25.
6 Ned Kaufman, Conflicting Goals for a National Park: The Historic Arsenal at Springfield
1968-2008, 46.
7
“Housing, Homelessness and Poverty in Springfield Massachusetts Factsheet.” Arise
Springfield. 2014.
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DIVERSIFYING PRESERVATION TRADES
Increasing economic and educational opportunities for women must be a
significant focus in strategies to reduce poverty. The fair hourly wage associated
with construction work, roughly $15-25 dollars per hour, would allow women at
risk for poverty to actually become economically mobile and surpass earning
eligibility for Aid to Families with Dependent Children assistance. For decades
women have made up a mere 2.6% of the construction industry workforce (figure
4). An additional breakdown reveals that nearly all of women working in
construction are white.8 It is common knowledge that women employed in the
trades (or any male-dominated field) endure sexual harassment and hostility in
the workplace, lack mentors and have to consistently perform above average in
order to combat stereotyped assumptions about women’s physical capabilities.9
The persistent lack of diversity in construction trades shields job sites and
fabrication workshops from critiques of sexist and racist practices.
The Women in Apprenticeship and Nontraditional Occupations Act
(WANTO) passed in 1992 is a federal initiative that explicitly addresses
disparities in the trades by disseminating funds to local employment services
and support networks. However blocked budget proposals for 2015 and 2016
have stopped the active distribution of grants to intact community-based
organizations providing crucial resources for women. In 2015 the White House
8
9

“Women in construction: still breaking ground.” National Women’s Law Center. 2014.
“Women in construction: still breaking ground.”
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launched “Prosperity Together” a $100 million funding initiative to improve
economic conditions for low-income women, specifically women of colour.10 The
funds were allocated to research programs at American colleges and
universities that produced generalised data about national efforts to “promote
opportunities for success at school, work and in the community.”

Figure 4: Share of women in construction and all occupations

Despite the sparse presence of women in the trades industry, there are
state initiatives to solicit bids from women and minority-owned construction
firms. However these initiatives are not subject to thorough enough review,
permitting white male owned-businesses to benefit from loopholes. Systemic
racism and sexism have made it uncommon for women and minorities to own
and operate construction firms in large numbers. It is critical for municipalities
to support women in the trades in every stage of employment, particularly in
10

Maya Chung and Natalie Johnson, “White House Commits $100 Million to Empower LowIncome Women of Color.”
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training and apprenticeship positions.

Figure 5: OWW Workers Nannette Bowie and Tokyo Baldwin

The framework for this proposed preservation trades program was
inspired by The Old Window Workshop Cooperative (OWW) in downtown
Springfield (figure 5). OWW is a female owned business that trains and employs
low-income

women

to

restore

historic

windows

in

Hampden

County.

Policymakers have historically approached the welfare problem as an issue of
labor force participation, assuming that if a woman gets a job, she will be
professionally successful and economically secure.11 OWW acknowledges the
importance of fostering systems of accountability in the workplace and how
crucial flexibility and understanding are to female job retention. OWW aims to
provide a decent hourly wage, flexible hours and provide paid time off so
employees can accommodate childcare needs, scheduling conflicts and health
issues. OWW employs a model of Registered Apprenticeship Programs to
11

Lande Ajose, “From Welfare to What? The Limitations of Low Income Work.”
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combine “on-the-job learning with related classroom instruction that increases
an apprentice’s skill level and wages.”12
Past and present Old Window Workshop employees are STCC students
or alumnae in pursuit of higher education in the fields of architecture and building
technology and beyond. STCC’S campus is 2 miles away from the current
window workshop location, an optimal geographic condition for collaboration. The
campus is replete with established facilities and services that are immediately
beneficial to Old Window Workshop employees. These services include childcare
facilities, day and evening courses and federal and state grants that are not
possible to access under an LLC framework.

DEVELOPING A HISTORIC PRESERVATION PROGRAM AT STCC
STCC is on track to offer a historic preservation option to Architecture and
Building Technology (ABT) students as early as fall 2017. Part of the funds
available to support the development of a hands-on historic preservation
certificate will likely include Hispanic-Serving Institution (HSI) grants that provide
aid to Hispanic and low income students under Titles V (Developing HispanicServing Institutions) and III (Strengthening Institutions, American Indian Tribally
Controlled Colleges and Universities, and Alaska Native and Native Hawaiian-

12

“A Quick-Start Toolkit: Building Registered Apprenticeship Programs.” Department of Labor.
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Serving Institutions Program).13 The HSI grant is awarded to institutions that have
a Hispanic population of at least 25%, STCC’s total Hispanic enrollment is
around 28%. The grants available to HSI institutions would make it possible to
obtain funding for low-income students of colour to complete paid internships in
the field while working towards their associates’ degree.
The historic preservation students could initially collaborate with the Old
Window Workshop to pioneer good window restoration practices in the Armory
buildings, and gradually develop a methodology for managing the historic
structures on the campus. There is also a unique opportunity for STCC’s faculty
and students to collaborate directly with the National Park Service staff at the
Armory site. The NPS has already partnered with the Mather Building Arts &
Craftsmanship High school in New York City training students in carpentry,
masonry, plastering, decorative finishes, and landscape management.14 Working
with the NPS on collaborative educational programming would encourage both
tenants of the Armory site to manage their existing historic resources more
holistically.
One semester of full enrollment (fourteen-sixteen credit hours) at STCC
costs between $3000-$4000.15 Along with specific Historic Preservation classes
students would take a number courses in the ABT School to become familiar with
13

“Hispanic-Serving Institution Definitions.” Hispanic Association of Colleges and
Universities.
14 “Mather Building Arts & Craftsmanship High School.” Mather High School.
15
“Tuition & Fees.” Springfield Technical Community College.
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computer-aided design (CAD), building codes and principles and design
standards.16 The ABT School is part of a transfer program, which allows students
to continue their educational pursuits at a number of Massachusetts colleges and
universities at an affordable cost. Students enrolled in the historic preservation
option at STCC could go on to pursue a bachelors and/or masters degree in
historic preservation at UMass Amherst or Boston Architectural College among
other notable schools.

Figure 6

There is a well-established precedent for hands-on preservation and
restoration programs at community and technical colleges in the United States
(figure 6). At these schools, students acquire and develop the practical skills,
such as basic carpentry, safe work-place practices, and sound assessment
procedures, which are necessary for restoring historic structures over four
fourteen-sixteen credit hour semesters. Alongside hands-on workshops and

16

“Architecture and Building Technology.” Springfield Technical Community College.
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community-based projects students have select courses regarding preservation
legislation and theory. Collaborations with national and state parks agencies,
historical societies and preservation contractors, deepen students’ awareness of
the dilemmas faced by the real actors in this field, and teach the importance of
critical engagement with one’s physical environment.
Lamar Community College in Lamar, CO requires their A.A.S. Historic
Building Technology students to complete three Historic Building Preservation
Specialist certificates to ensure graduates are prepared to immediately enter the
historic preservation industry.17 The Historic Preservation curriculum at STCC will
be a certificate option within the Architecture and Building Technology schools,
which means a more limited initial offering of preservation specific courses than
the above-mentioned programs. In developing the specifics of the STCC program
it will be important to strike a balance between the theoretical and hands-on
curriculum, while providing ample opportunities for applied learning on campus,
in collaboration with the NPS Armory staff and elsewhere in Springfield.

17

“Historic Building Technology.” Lamar Community College.
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BUILDING 19

Figure 7: Building 19 rendering above, existing conditions below

Active job sites are one of the most useful learning environments for
beginning architecture and construction students. In May 2016 construction will
begin at Building 19 (figure 7). The project manager for the construction phase of
the project is a STCC alum. She has already taken steps to include current
students in the renovation. This high budget project could be an incredibly
effective way to engage students interested in historic structures over the next
academic year while the preservation curriculum is still being developed.
Students could observe and document DCAMM’s chosen intervention strategies
while the building is opened up. This analysis would be a useful starting point for
defining the existing standard of preservation work completed at the Armory,
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outlining how interventions might be more sensitive in compliance with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for historic sites.
CONCLUSION
Beyond the Armory, there is truly a wealth of historic infrastructure to be
maintained in the city of Springfield. I believe the establishment of quality
preservation trades education in a city so demographically and structurally at risk
would provide a crucial resource for this historic city. The historic trades program
at STCC would bring together professionals already living and working in
Springfield. Their expertise combined with the efforts of the city’s at risk
population could revitalize the trades industry at the nucleus of the Springfield’s
history.
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